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1. INTRODUCTION
Synchronization usually means the concurrence of all or some parts of
 .motions e.g., phase with respect to time in coupled systems. For example,
in some simple forced systems, one often observes phase-locking phenom-
 w x w x.ena, or subharmonic motions see Chan 4 , Chow and Hale 5 . This is
more often called phase synchronization. In recent years, Fujisaka and
w xYamada 9 observed the concurrence of motions in time for a coupled
system but where each individual system is chaotic. They called this
w xphenomena the stochastic synchronization. In 2 , Afraimovich, Verichev,
and Rabinovich proved mathematically that stochastic synchronization
exists in a system of globally coupled, periodically forced Duffin's equa-
tions. Their method of proof was based on the theory of asymptotic
w xstability. In 7 , Chua, Itoh, Kosarev, and Eckert showed experimentally,
numerically, and mathematically that it is possible to synchronize Chua's
circuits even though each circuit is chaotic. Their theory was based on a
detailed study of Liapunov exponents or asymptotic stability. Other types
of mechanisms to produce synchronization in coupled systems have been
w x w xshown by Carrol and Pecora 3 , Fabiny, Colet, and Roy 8 , and Heagy,
w x w xCarrol, and Pecora 11 . Recently, Chow and Liu 6 showed how different
notions of synchronization can be studied using the theory of invariant
manifolds.
In this paper, we consider an array of diffusively coupled Josephson
junctions with periodic forcing. By using the theory of attractors and
stability theory, we are able to prove the phenomena of synchronization
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when the parameters in our system satisfy certain conditions. Our work in
w xsome way is similar to the recent work of Afraimovich, Chow, and Hale 1 .
However, there are differences, especially, in studying the solvability of a
matrix Riccati equation.
2. MODEL
Josephson junctions are superconducting devices that are capable of
generating voltage oscillations of high frequency. We now give a mathe-
matical description. Let f be the difference of phases of the superconduc-
tors across the junction. The rate of slippage of f is governed by the
Josephson voltage-phase relation
F0 ÇV s f , 2.1 .
2p
where F is a constant proportional to Planck's constant. By Kirchhoff's0
voltage and current laws, we have the equation
VÇCV q q I sin f s I ,cR
 .where C, R, I , and I are constants. By 2.1 , we havec
F F0 0È Çf q f q I sinf s I. 2.2 .c2p 2p R
 .Equation 2.2 is refereed as a Josephson equation and has been studied
 w x.by many authors see, for example, Wiesenfeld, Benz, and Booi 12 . If the
devices are connected along a ring or line, we obtain the equation
¡È Çf q af q sinfj j j~ 2.3 .
Ç Ç Ç¢ s G q k f y 2f q f q c f y 2f q f , .jq1 j jy1 jq1 j jy1 /
where i is an integer index, a , k, and c are constants; and G is a time
dependent function. k and c represent the strength of the interaction
between nearest neighbors.
In this paper, we consider the mathematical problem of synchronization
w xof finitely many Josephson junctions. In 12 , the authors considered the
synchronization of phases by using numerical methods and an approxima-




 .By rescaling the constants in Eq. 2.3 , we consider an array of n ) 1
damped Josephson equations with diffusive coupling and Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions at both ends,
x s y¡Çi i~y s a y y sin x q g t .Ç 3.1 .i i i i i¢ qk x y 2 x q x q c y y 2 y q y , .  .iq1 i iy1 iq1 i iy1
where i s 1, . . . , n, x s x mod 2p g S1, y g R, , k, c, and the a 's arei i i i
 .real constants, and the g t are scalar T-periodic functions with T ) 0.i
The Dirichlet boundary conditions at both ends are given by
x s x s 0, y s y s 0. 3.2 .0 nq1 0 nq1
We note that
x yn1 1! # ". .n n. .x s g S = ??? = S s T and y s g R .. . 0  0x yn n
Notice that we have identical undamped oscillators at every lattice site.
However, this is not a restriction and the theory presented in this paper
works for non-identical ones. In vector notation, let
g tysin x  .11
.. ..f x s , g t s , .  . .. 0  0ysin x g t .n n
a 0 0 0 ??? 0 01
0 a 0 0 ??? 0 02
0 0 a 0 ??? 0 03
A s . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .
0 0 0 0 ??? a 0ny1
0 0 0 0 ??? 0 an
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and D be the following linear map which is the discrete Laplacian with
 .Dirichlet boundary conditions 3.2 :
y2 1 0 0 ??? 0 0
1 y2 1 0 ??? 0 0
0 1 y2 1 ??? 0 0
. . . . . . .D s .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .
0 0 0 0 ??? y2 1
0 0 0 0 ??? 1 y2
 .  .Then Eq. 3.1 and boundary condition 3.2 can be written as
x s yÇ
3.3 . y s Ay q f x q g t q kD x q cD y. .  .Ç
The discrete Laplacian D is self-adjoint and the following is well known.
LEMMA 3.1. The discrete Laplacian D has simple eigen¨alues l and itss
corresponding eigen¨ectors j s, where s s 1, 2, . . . , n such that
p s
l s y2 y 2cos , s s 1, 2, . . . , ns n q 1
p
2l s max l s y4sin - 0M s  /2 n q 1 .
 1 n4and the set of eigen¨ectors B s j , . . . , j forms an orthonormal basis for
R n.
 : nLet ? , ? be the usual inner product in R . Since B is an orthonormal
basis in R n, any x, y in R n have unique representations,
n n
s s sx s X j , y s Y j , s s
ss1 ss1
where scalars X , Y , s s 1, 2, . . . , n, are determined by x, y, and B. Wes s
also have
n
 :  :D x , y s x , D y s l X Y s s s
ss1
n n
 :x , y s x y s X Y . i i s s
is1 ss1
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In this section, we will show that under some conditions on the constants
 .  . n nk, c and a , systems 3.1 and 3.2 have a global attractor in T = R . Toi
do so we will find an appropriate Liapunov function. First we define a new
linear operator L and its adjoint L* in the usual Euclidean basis by
1 y1 0 0 ??? 0 0
0 1 y1 0 ??? 0 0
0 0 1 y1 ??? 0 0
. . . . . . .L s . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
0 0 0 0 ??? 1 y1
0 0 0 0 ??? 0 1
and
1 0 0 0 ??? 0 0
y1 1 0 0 ??? 0 0
0 y1 1 0 ??? 0 0
. . . . . . .L* s .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .
0 0 0 0 ??? 1 0
0 0 0 0 ??? y1 1
 .Thus, along solutions of Eq. 3.1 we have
d
 :  :  :x , Lx s y , Lx q x , Ly
dt
 :  :s y , Lx q y , L*x
 :s y , L q L* x .
 :s y y , D x .
Now, consider the following scalar-valued function,
1 :  :  :U x , y s y , y y F x q B x , Lx q v x , y , 3.4 .  .  .2
 . nwhere F x s  cos x , B, v are positive constants to be determinedis1 i
 .latter. By taking the time derivative of U along solutions of 3.3 , one
obtains
dU
 :  :  :s y , y y f x , y y B y , D x .Ç
dt
 :  :q v y , y q v x , yÇ
 :  :  :s y , Ay q v y , y q y q v x , g t .
 :  :  :q v x , Ay q v x , f x q k y B y , D x .  .
 :  :  :q c y , D y q v k x , D x q v c x , D y .
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 :  :  :  :  :s y , Ay q v y , y q y q v x , g t q v x , Ay q v x , f x .  .




 :  :  :s y , Ay q v y , y q y q v x , g t .
dt
 :  : 2q v x , Ay q v x , f x q l c y v k Y .  . s s
s
k y B q v c
2 2q l v k X q X Y q Ys . 3.5 . s s s sv ks
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let
v s 2, B s 2 c y 2k q k .
and
3 q aM  4c y 2k ) , where a s max a .M ilM
 .  .   .  ..  .Let U x, y be defined by 3.4 . Then along any solution x t , y t of 3.3 ,
we ha¨e
dU x , y . 2< < < < < < < <- y y q 4pa q g y q 4 g q 1 p , . .Mdt
< <  .where g is the sup norm of g t
 .Proof. Since v s 2 and B s 2 c y 2k q k, we have





< <x - 2p , c y 2k ) ) 0.
ylM
Thus
l c y 2k q a q 2 - y1. .M M
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 .It follows from 3.5 and the above inequality that
dU x , y . 2 2< < < < < < < < < < < < < < < <F a y q 2 y q y q 2 x g q 2a x y q 2 x .m mdt
2 2q l v k X q Y q l c y 2k Y .  . s s s s s
s s
2< < < < < < < <- l c y 2k q a q 2 y q 2a x q g y .  .M M M
< < < <q 2 g q 2 x .
< < 2 < < < < < <- y y q 4a p q g y q 2 g q 2 2p . . .M
< < 2 < < < < < <s y y q 4a p q g y q 4p g q 1 . . .M
COROLLARY 3.1. Let
2< < < < < <’4pa q g q 4pa q g q 16p g q 1 . .  .M M
M s .0 2
Then
dU x , y .
- 0
dt
< <for y G M .0
Proof. Since M is the largest root of the following second order0
< <equation in y
< < 2 < < < < < <y y q 4a p q g y q 4p g q 1 s 0, . .M
we have the result.
w xWe recall the following from Hale 10 . Let M be a smooth finite
 .  .dimensional manifold and T t be a smooth flow on M, where t g R. T t
is said to be bounded dissipative if there exists a bounded subset W ; M
which attracts every bounded set, that is, for any bounded subset V ; M
 .  . .there exists t s t V F 0 such that T t V ; W for all t F t . Let
A ; M be a compact invariant set. A is said to be maximal if every
 .compact invariant set of T t belongs to A. A is said to be a global
attractor if A is a maximal compact invariant set which attracts every
bounded set. The following theorem follows directly from Theorems 3.4.7
w xand 3.4.8 in Hale 10 .
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let M be a smooth finite dimensional manifold and
 .  .  .T t be a smooth flow on M. If T t is bounded dissipati¨ e, then T t has a
global attractor.
 .For our system, Proposition 3.1 and its corollary imply that system 3.3
is bounded dissipative. Hence, we have the following main result by
Proposition 3.2
THEOREM 3.1. Let
v s 2, B s 2 c y 2k q k .
and
3 q aM  4c y 2k ) , where a s max a .M ilM
 .Then system 3.3 has a global attractor.
4. SYNCHRONIZATION
In this section, we will show that if the coupling strengths are sufficiently
 .large, then the global attractor of 3.3 is contained in an e neighborhood
of the origin in T n = R n, where e ) 0 is a small constant. In other words,
the system is synchronized in the e neighborhood of the origin. Let
n n1 1
a s a , g t s g t , .  . i in nis1 is1
d s a y a y q g t y g t .  .  . .i i i i
and
d g t .1
.. ..d s , G t s . . .. 0  0d g t .n
 .Then Eq. 3.3 can be written as
x s yÇ
4.1 . y s a y q f x q G t q kD x q cD y q d . .  .Ç
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By assuming for all t g R and i, j s 1, 2, . . . , n,
< < < <a y a F e , g t y g t F e , .  .i j i j
we have that there exists a constant N ) 0 such that
< <d - Ne . 4.2 .
In the following, we will consider a series of changer of variables to
 .transform Eq. 4.1 into a simpler system. First, consider the following
change of variables on R n = R n,
I 0x xs ,y vP I
where w g R n, I is the identity map and P: R n ª R n is a linear map that
is to be determined. Note that the transformation is nonsingular for any P.
 .When this transformation is applied to 4.1 , one obtains
x s Px q v¡Ç~y s cDv q a y v Pv q f x q G t q d .  .  .Ç 4.3 .¢ 2q aP q kD q cD P y P x . .
In order for the above equation to have a simpler form, we consider the
following equation for P:
P 2 s cD P q kD q aP . 4.4 .
 .If P satisfies 4.4 , then the coefficients of x in the second equation of
 . n n4.3 will vanish. By using the notation in Section 2, let P: R ª R be
Px s r X j s , r g R, s s s
s
where r , s s 1, . . . , n, are to be determined later. Since Pj s s r j s fors s
 . sany s s 1, . . . , n, we have r g s P and j is its corresponding eigenvec-s
tor. By a simple computation, one obtains
P 2 x s P Px s X r 2j s .  s s
s
cD Px s cD X r j s s c X r l j s s s s s s /
s s
kD x s k X l j 2 s s
s
aPx s a X r j s . s s
s
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 .By substituting the above equation into 4.4 , we have
n
2 2 sP x s X r j s s
ss1
cD P q kD q aP x s X ar q kl q cr l j s . .  . s s s s s
s
Thus, for arbitrary X , s s 1, . . . , n, we haves
n n
2 s sX r j s X ar q kl q cr l j . . . s s s s s s s
ss1 ss1
Hence, for any s s 1, . . . , n,
r 2 s ar q kl q cr l .s s s s s
In summary, we have the following:
PROPOSITION 4.1. There exists a linear operator P: R n ª R n satisfying
P 2 s cD P q kD q aP
and P has simple eigen¨alues r gi¨ en bys
2’a q cl q a q cl q 4kl .s s s
r s , s s 1, 2, . . . , ns 2
with corresponding eigen¨ector j s.
By the change of variables
I 0x xsy wP I
 .4.1 takes the form
x s Px q wÇ 4.5 . w s cDw q a w y Pw q f x q G t q d . .  .Ç
Since we are interested in the synchronization of the oscillators, we
 .  .consider the difference of any two arbitrary solutions of 4.5 x, w ,
 .x*, w* , Let u s x y x* and ¨ s w y w*. Then,
u s Pu q ¨Ç




..g s . 0gn
and
1 1 Ug s y cos x q u u y x* du . .Hi i in 0
for all i s 1, 2, . . . , n and
Ãd s d x , w , t y d x*, w*, t . .  .
Note that
Ã< <d F 2 Ne .
 .  .  .First observe that if u, ¨ s 0, 0 is asymptotically stable for 4, 6 , then
 .the system 4.1 is synchronized. On the other hand, if the global attractor
 .  .is contained in a small ball around u, ¨ s 0, 0 , then the system is close
to synchronization.
Next, consider the following nonsingular time dependent change of
variables,
I 0 uu s ,h¨ Q t I .
 .where Q is a time dependent bounded n = n matrix. If Q t satisfies the
matrix Riccati equation
Ç 2Q s RQ y Q q g , 4.7 .
where R: R n=n ª R n=n is a linear mapping defined by
RQ s a Q y QP y PQ q cDQ, 4.8 .
 .then by applying the above change of variables to 4.6 , we obtain
u s Pu q Qu q hÇ
4.9 . Ã¨ q cDh y Ph q ah y Qh q d .Ç
 .Since Eq. 4.9 is lower triangular, its stability properties can be obtained
directly from the coefficient matrices of u and h. Hence, we consider first
 .the solvability of Eq. 4.7 .
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 1 n4In order to simplify the notation, we will use the set B s j , . . . , j
of eigenvectors of D as a basis in R n. Then the linear operators D, P
defined before have the matrix representation
D s diag l , . . . , l .1 n
 4P s diag r , . . . , r .1 n
The basis B can be extended to R n=n in which case the basis elements
 i, j 4E N i, j s 1, . . . , n have the representation
a a ??? a11 12 1n
a a ??? a21 22 2 ni , jE s ,. . . .. . . .. . . .
a a ??? an1 n2 nn
where
1 if k s i , l s j
a sk l  0 otherwise.
Let L : R n=n ª R n=n be defined by
L E s D E, .
where E g R n=n is a matrix. Then
L Ei , j s l Ei , j, i s 1, . . . , n., j s 1, . . . , n. . i
Thus l , s s 1, . . . , n, are eigenvalues of L with eigenvectors Es, j,s
j s 1, . . . , n. Next, let M : R n=n ª R n=n be defined by
M E s EP q PE. .
Then
M Ei , j s r q r Ei , j. .  .j i
Therefore r q r , i, j s 1, . . . , n, are eigenvalues of M with correspond-j i
ing eigenvectors Ei, j. Now R can be expressed by
RE s aE y EP y PE q cD E
s aE y M E q c L E.
It is clear that R has eigenvalues
def def
r s m c s a y r q r q cl , i , j s 1, . . . , n 4.10 .  .i , j i , j j i i
with eigenvectors Ei, j.
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 .For the solvability of Eq. 4.7 , we need to show that R is asymptotically
stable.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let P and R be the linear operators gi¨ en in Proposi-
 .tion 1 and 4.8 , respecti¨ ely. Then there exist constants l ) 0, K ) 0G ) 0,
and k such that if c G Gk G k , then for all t G 0 we ha¨e1 1
k kP t y l t .c< < < <P F K , e F Ke
c
and
r s max r - yKc.i , j
Proof. In the following we let K, l ) 0 be some large constants. Let
< < < <a s a q c l , b s kl . Then a ) 0, b - 0, ands s
1r222 r s ya q a q 4b . .s
Since a - 0 and l - 0 are fixed, we haves
< < < <b k l k l ks ss s F K
< < < < < < < <a a q c l c a rc q l c .s s
provided c is large enough. Next for any s s 1, 2, . . . , n, if c 4 0 then
1r21 2< <r s ya q a q 4b . /s 2
2 31 2b 2b 4b




 < <4Let r s max r ; we haves
5 5Px








r - yl .s c
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The last inequality can be obtained by observing that
r s a y r q r q cl .i j j i i
1
s a y 2 r q cl q a y 2 r q cl .i i j i2
1 a 2 rj2’s y a q cl q 4kl q c l q y . .i i i /2 c c
This proves the proposition.
 .It remains to solve the matrix Riccati differential equation 4.7 which is
equivalent to the integral equation
t 2R tys.Q t s e yQ s q g s ds. 4.11 .  .  .  .H
0
PROPOSITION 4.3. There exist constants G ) 0 and k such that if c G Gk1
 .G k , then the matrix Riccati differential equation 4.7 has a bounded1
solution for t G 0.
Proof. By Proposition 4.2, R is asymptotically stable. It follows from
 .  .the contraction mapping theorem and Eq. 4.11 that 4.7 has a bounded
solution. Since the arguments are standard, they are omitted.
By Theorem 3.1 and the above arguments, we have the following main
result on synchronization:
 .  .THEOREM 4.1. Let x, y and x*, y* be any two solutions of the
equation
x s yÇ y s Ay q f x q g t q kD x q cD y. .  .Ç
For any e ) 0, there exist constants G ) 0 and k , such that if c G Gk G k ,1 1
then the following holds:
< < < <lim sup x t y x* t q y t y y* t F e . .  .  .  . .
tª`
5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we use the Runge]Kutta method to simulate coupled
Josephson equations when n s 9.
The Josephson equation with different parameters is shown when they
are not coupled. Figure 10 indicates the coupled Josephson equations after
they are coupled. In Fig. 11, we show the maximal absolute value of the
differences of oscillators.
In Figs. 1]9, the x y y projection of attractors generated by the Joseph-
 . .son equations x q a x q sin x s m cos pr3 t are shown.È Ç
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FIG. 1. a s 0.3, m s 3.65, x s 3, y s 0, t s 0.0 0 0
FIG. 2. a s 0.31, m s 3.37, x s 1, y s y1, t s 0.0 0 0
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FIG. 3. a s 0.31, m s 3.52, x s y.5, y s y2, t s 0.0 0 0
FIG. 4. a s 0.32, m s 3.51, x s 2, y s y2, t s 0.0 0 0
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FIG. 5. a s 0.4, m s 3.65, x s .2, y s y1.2, t s 0.0 0 0
FIG. 6. a s 0.42, m s 3.55, x s y.5, y s y2, t s 0.0 0 0
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FIG. 7. a s 0.7, m s 3.65, x s y.2, y s y1.2, t s 0.0 0 0
FIG. 8. a s 0.72, m s 3.5, x s y.5, y s y1.5, t s 0.0 0 0
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FIG. 9. a s 0.85, m s 3.2, x s 1, y s y.5, t s 0.0 0 0
FIG. 10. x y y projection of attractor generated by the coupled Josephson equations for
c s 40, k s 10.
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 < <4FIG. 11. t y max x y x projection generated by the coupled Josephson equations.i j
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